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Japanese Diplomacy toward International Community
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Course Description：

　Turning into the 21st century, there appeared heightening of expectation 
among us that we could finally materialize real peace and prosperity in the 
international community where the global security structure under the 
cold-war regime had been transformed into that of the post-Cold-War 
regime. The reality, however, proved to be to the contrary as of today: The 
international community is exposed to various types of challenges as well 
as threats and problems impeding the achievement of global/regional 
peace and prosperity, such as international terrorism, illegal development 
of nuclear arms and missiles, nuclear proliferation, regional conflicts, 
regional territorial disputes, human atrocity, infringement of human rights, 
environmental degradation and financial/budgetary crisis, in addition to 
the traditional economic or security problems. Under these circumstances, 
respective countries of the international community is required to work 
closely together among themselves in order to tackle and better respond to 
such issues in an appropriate and effective manner. 
　Today's international relations(I.R.) are drifting still within the age of 
uncertainty; it is indispensable for us to try to grasp the respective 
problem in the context of the wider I.R. perspectives so that we can work 
out better solutions: It is more appropriate for us to think about our future 
in a comprehensive manner, through an accurate knowledge on the reality 
of the multi-dimensional, multi-faceted international relations, built upon 
various sorts of causalities among various players and factors evolving 
economies, politics and security considerations. Japan, an unique player 
as a pacifist nation in the Asia-Pacific region, has been sincerely trying to 
be a part of the international efforts, made in line with these 
understanding, aiming at realizing peace and prosperity in the global 
community. However, it was gradually recognized by Japan in the recent 
past that its national interests and people's welfare have been left 
unsecured and exposed to various infringements from exogenous and 
assertive players which continuously strengthen their military/nuclear 
capabilities and so forth, partly because of the lack of its adequate 
responsiveness deriving from the self-imposed constraint, unilateral 
pacifism policy in the international or regional community where power 
actually plays vital roles in seeking the eventual solution.
　So, in this course, we may study the current international relations from 
wider perspectives, including the Japanese foreign policy; its historical 
understanding, concrete policies and measures taken with regard to the 
respective international/regional issues and problems.
Textbooks：

・Nye, Joseph ; " Understanding International Conflicts ---- An 
Introduction to Theory and History " (Pearson Education Inc).
・Lincoln, Edward ; " Japan's New Global Role "　 (The Brooking 
Institute)
・Pyle, Kenneth B. ; " Japan Rising " (The Century Fundation)
・McWilliams, Wayne ; " The World since 1945 - A History of 
International Relations " (Lynne Rienner Publishers)
・Mingst, Karen ; " Essentials of International Relations " (W.W.Norton )
 
Reference Books：

・Smith,Steve ; " Foreign Policy " (Oxford University Press)
・Kissinger,Henry ; " Diplomacy " (Harper & Brothers)
・Pyle,Kenneth B. ; " Asia Policy " (The National Bureau of Asian 
Research)
・Ministry of Defense ; " Defense of Japan 2013/2014/2015 " (Urban 
Connec-tion Publication.)
・Pillsbury, Michael ; " The Hundred-Year Marathon "  (Henry Holt & 
Co.)
・H.J.Mackinder ; " Democratic Ideals and Reality " ( 1942 edition )
Course Plan：
1 Session 1:  Description of the Class Outline
2 Session 2:  Multi-layered Structure of the International Relations
3 Session 3:  International Security System

4 Session 4:  International System of Economy/Trade/Finance 
5 Session 5:  Disarmament and Non-Proliferation
6 Session 6:  Foreign Policy --- the Decision Making Process
7 Session 7:  A Guest Speaker from Actual Diplomatic Circles 
8 Session 8:  The Pacifism and Democratic Peace
9 Session 9:  Trade/Monetary/Fiscal Policy Implications to the I.R.
10 Session 10: The External Frictions with Neighboring Countries
11 Session 11: The Official Development Assistance ( ODA ) 
12 Session 12: Japan-Asia/Pacific Relations
13 Session 13: Japan-US Relations 
14 Session 14: Japan-Europe Relations
Other Session 15: Review and Summary of the Lectures

                  (* This course plan is subject to change )
Lecturer's Comments to Students：

  Since this course occasionary touches on  "case studies" of international 
relations, students are required to take interest in daily evolvemant of 
various international issues and problems. 
Method of Evaluation：

・Writing Assignment(70%): Submission of a Report is required at the 
end of the semester.
・Attendance and Class Participation(30%): Participation to the class and  
discussion to be taken into account.
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